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Why They Fear Trump’s Return 
By Cliff Kincaid, president of America’s Survival, Inc. 

Former President Trump has many good lawyers on his team, handling the legal 

terrorism against his campaign. But America’s Survival, Inc. has uniquely raised the 

conflicts of interests involving anti-Trump prosecutor Jack Smith and his wife Katy 

Chevigny, a Biden financial backer who did a Netflix film promoting Michelle Obama. 

The “personal relationship” that Jack Smith has with his wife may strike many as normal 

and not relevant to his case against Trump. We 

disagree.   

The facts uncovered by America’s Survival, 

Inc., show that Katy Chevigny’s parents were 

involved in social and political movements that 

restricted the operations of law enforcement to 

monitor communists and terrorists, and that 

her mother was a mentor for members of the 

Weather Underground terrorist group.  

Here are the facts: Her father, Paul Chevigny, was 

a New York University law professor praised by the 

hard-core left as a “pioneering lawyer” for the 

ACLU who worked to end police surveillance of 

communist organizations based in New York City. 

Her mother, former prison “teacher” Bell Chevigny, 

was a mentor for former Weather Underground 

terrorists Judith Cark and Susan Rosenberg. 

Here’s where these “personal relationships” get 

very interesting.  

Attorney General Merrick Garland, who appointed Smith, was involved in a court 

case brought by the Obama administration to drop terrorism charges against a 

communist by the name of Elizabeth Anna Duke. She was a member of a Weather 

Underground spin-off that specialized in terrorism and fake IDs. 

I had the Duke story based on interviews with such key figures as legal 

analyst Montgomery Blair Sibley and Paul Kamenar of the National Legal and Policy 

Center (NLPC). As noted by the NLPC, “Garland dismissed a misconduct complaint 

against a magistrate judge who improperly dismissed an indictment against a co-

conspirator and fugitive Elizabeth Anna Duke for the 1983 bombing of the U.S. Capitol 

and other federal buildings.” 

 

UN lawyer and anti-Trump 

prosecutor Jack Smith 
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It could very well be the case that these personal relationships figure into why 

lawfare has been launched against Trump and what may be uncovered if he were 

to return to the White House. 

If you read the communist press, you quickly understand that communist groups fear 

that Trump will investigate communists on American soil and deport them.  

There is another factor: the United Nations. 

Jack Smith worked for two global 

tribunals, including the International 

Criminal Court. Former President Trump 

pursued policies designed to weaken the 

power of the United Nations over the 

United States. That makes Trump a target 

of the “world community.”  

As the author of two books on the United 

Nations, I believe that his work for the U.N. 

constitutes a conflict of interest that puts Jack 

Smith’s allegiance to a foreign tribunal above 

his adherence to American constitutional principles. I believe this is hard evidence 

why the charges against Trump should be terminated immediately.  

       

America’s Survival, Inc. is led by Reagan conservatives who are carrying on his anti-communist 

campaign and want to defend former President Trump from the legal terrorism of the pro-

communist and pro-U.N. left.  (Photos: Cliff Kincaid at Reagan’s alma mater Eureka College and 

shaking hands with President Reagan at the White House.) 

After all, even Biden Supreme Court nominee Ketanji B. Jackson was asked about this 

and responded as follows: it is not proper for judges to rely on foreign law or the 

views of the “world community” in determining the meaning of the Constitution. 
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Another problem which flows from Jack Smith’s work as an international prosecutor is 

his penchant for secrecy. 

“The Justice Department has been reluctant to disclose the names of individual 
prosecutors on Smith’s team…” reports the Washington Post, a defender of 

Smith. “The effort involves at least 40 lawyers, plus FBI agents and support staff, 

based on court filings and interviews with people familiar with the special 
counsel’s office.”  
 
In June 2023, Judicial Watch announced that it had filed a Freedom of Information Act 

(FOIA) lawsuit against the Department of Justice “for records disclosing the names of 

staffers working in Special Counsel Jack Smith’s office on two investigations targeting 

former President Donald Trump and other Americans (Judicial Watch Inc. v U.S. 

Department of Justice.) That is still pending.  

It was Jack Smith who “had a dialogue” with the IRS and the FBI about opening 

investigations related to politically active conservative non-profits when he served in the 

Obama Justice Department. A top prosecutor on Jack Smith’s team, Ray 

Hulser, discouraged the FBI from pursuing an investigation into the Clinton Foundation 

in 2016. 

Rep. Elise Stefanik says, “Joe Biden's DOJ's special counsel Jack Smith is 

compromised. He was directly involved in the Lois Lerner IRS scandal illegally targeting 

conservatives. The corrupt weaponization and politicization of Biden’s DOJ must be 

stopped.” 

Smith is using extra-legal tactics against Trump, such as a secret warrant to get 

his Twitter account and gag orders.  

This is not a legitimate court case. Smith’s “personal relationships,” including his work 

for the anti-American United Nations, represent a conflict of interest that disqualifies him 

from continuing the court case against Trump. Trump’s lawyers should have no difficulty 

coming to this conclusion. 

When he was an active duty general in the Revolutionary Army, America’s first 

president George Washington required his officers during the Revolutionary War 

to subscribe to an oath renouncing any allegiance to King George III and pledging 

their loyalty to the new nation, the United States. 

Washington’s oath for commissioned officers: 

I . . . do acknowledge The United States of America to be Free, Independent 

and Sovereign States and declare that the People thereof owe no 

Allegiance or Obedience to George the Third, King of Great Britain and I 

renounce refuse and abjure any Allegiance or Obedience to him, and I do 

swear (or affirm) that I will to the utmost of my Power support, maintain and 

defend the said United States against the said King George the Third, his heirs 

and Successors and his and their Abettors, Assistants and Adherents and will 
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serve the said United States in the office of . . . which I now hold with Fidelity 

according to the best of my skill and understanding. 

By contrast, Jack Smith took an oath to a global tribunal, as Chief Prosecutor of 

the Kosovo Specialist Prosecutor's Office, and has not renounced it. This was a 

project of the European Union. He also worked for the U.N.’s International 

Criminal Court, which is illegal under U.S. law because it has no jurisdiction over 

America. 

These are major conflicts of interest that require his removal from his post as “Special 

Counsel.” He is an agent of a foreign power. The House must defund his office.  

   

The communist bombing of the U.S. Capitol in 1983 (left), showing debris and destruction from a bomb 
shattering mirrors and windows, destroying furniture and damaging a door. Elizabeth Anna Duke was a 

member of the Weather Underground splinter group, the May 19th Communist Organization, which 

claimed responsibility for the bombing of the United States Capitol building in 1983. Merrick Garland 

dropped the terrorism charges against her.  

A personal note from Cliff Kincaid: 

Before YouTube terminated my channel, eliminating 500 videos from public view, I had 

analyzed the issue of Merrick Garland’s involvement in a court case brought by the 

Obama Administration to drop terrorism charges against a communist by the name of 

Elizabeth Anna Duke. She was a member of a Weather Underground spin-off that 

specialized in terrorism, including bombing the U.S. Capitol in 1983 (above), and fake 

IDs. Then-Judge Merrick Garland exonerated a magistrate who arbitrarily dropped 

the charges against her, at the request of Obama’s Justice Department. As a 

result, communist terrorists remain on the loose. 

Donations are tax-deductible. Please click on the “give” page of our web 

site www.usasurvival.org  

http://www.usasurvival.org/

